
Kira 

My Trip to London 

Please use one of these symbols to indicate your paragraphing. Every paragraph needs between 2 

and 4 or 5 sentences.  

(The adverb, here it’s ’Last month’, will help you determine the verb tense. If you think that you can 

use ’Last month’ with ’ I have been to London’, you will flunk big! The present perfect verb form is 

incompatible with this adverb, ’Last month’. Last month my friend and I went to London.  We have 

known each other since once 2006 and presently we are (?? like 2 years in a pad??) 2 peas in a pod. 

We decided to go on a holiday for a week (Where and when and why and how and with what and for 

how much??)(??, because we are a littlebit exhausted of about the cold weather??). We saw a lot of 

National Museums (which National Museums, why did you go? How much did it cost?? What did 

they smell like?? What did you see there?? How did it make you feel?? and we ate some traditional 

foods (What does that mean?? What traditional food?? Was it hot?? Cold??, like a full English 

breakfast (?? One egg over easy, the other scrambled?? A pig head?? Orange juice? a 

smorgasbord??). We tried out drinking a tea with milk like English people do (Why did you try it out?? 

Was it hard?? Milk and tea?? Is that common??). Everyone was so kind to us (How were they kind 

with you?? Did they give you money?? and they smiled a lot (’Cause you’re pretty girls and no boys 

around?? ’cause they were scheming something evil??). Their behaviour was so intelligent (A bunch 

of Einstein Brits. Well, knock off my socks, will ya?? I don’t believe you can get a group of intelligent 

Brits at one table, but maybe. )and they didn’t shout (?? Why would they shout??).  

We bought some souvenirs and moreover a few clothes for peanuts because everything is cheap 

there. Yellow sunglasses (plural), a pair of boots  and 3 T-shirts (What was on the T-shirts??). My best 

friend, Hanna (you should put her name where she’s first mentioned – the first sentence of the first 

paragraph.) bought a jacket and hats (How many hats?? What did they look like?? Google: hat  style 

articles.).  

I recommend London for anyone who wants a good time because …(unforgettable and enjoyable?? 

Why would it be these things??  All I know is that it’s full of Muslims, so that would be unforgettable, 

but not enjoyable.). having a holiday in London if you would like to have an unforgettable and 

enjoyable holiday with your friends in another city (??expect??) your country.  

Note: Ok, this one lost me. You need 3 to 4 paragraphs. No more, no less. 2 to 4, maximum 5, but no 

less than 2 sentences per paragraph.  The first introductory paragraph needs to be sharp, clear, and 

express everything you’re going to be writing about – nothing more, and nothing less. One or two 

paragraphs for the body to demonstrate your examples with lots of color and vitality. Your summary 

paragraph brings every thing to a point. It should answer the question: “And your point is?” 

I’ll give you a 35% for this one. Please see the other essays I’ve recently put up of others doing similar 

tests.  
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Last month I have been to London with my best friend.  We have known each other once 2006 and 

presently we are like 2 years in a pad. We decided to go on a holiday for a week, because we are a 

littlebit exhausted about the cold weather. We saw a lot of National Museums and we ate some 

traditional foods, like full English breakfast. We tried our drinking a tea with milk like English people 

do. Everyone was so kind to us and they smiled a lot. Their behaviour was so intelligent and they 

didn’t shout.  

We bought some souvenirs , and moreover a few clothes. A yellow sunglasses, a pair of boots  and 3 

T-shirts. My best friend, Hanna bought a jacket and hats.  

I recommend having a holiday in London if you would like to have an unforgettable and enjoyable 

holiday with your friends in another city expect your country.  

 

 

 

 

 


